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Mirage Villa 410 Pandanus Way St West, Port Douglas

A Beautiful Mirage Villa at Yesterday's Pricing
You can't get much closer to the main Sheraton Mirage Resort than this. Positioned
perfectly overlooking the 4th green and immediately adjacent to the villas pool.
Boasting 225m2 of space this three bedroom, two bathroom villa is the only originally
designed three bedroom villa for sale, unlike the hybrid three bedroom varieties villa
410 enjoys an end location which provides loads of natural light and the much larger
living and alfresco area.
This villa has been well maintained to a great standard and is fitted out in neutral
tones that like the building design is timeless.
Recently added has been the wrap around covered entertaining patio which extends
the living area to best enjoy the tropical climate.
With the resort now fully renovated and relaunched as a serious five star property the
real value of well-located Mirage villas such as this will be realized in the near future.
This resort truly stands alone in Port Douglas enjoying 2 km's of beachfront to
Fourmile beach and over 200 acres of manicured grounds. Known internationally for
its gardens, privacy and quietness there is no better lifestyle investment.
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All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine
whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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